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Introduction (00:05): Light sensitivity is certainly part of the migraine headache. It's part of 
the diagnosis of migraine headache. You should have sensitivity to light and noise during the 

headache, but there are many people who experience light sensitivity as a prodrome or a 

premonitory symptom, which I think just tells us that it's part of the whole migraine process. 

And then there are other people who experience light sensitivity, even between having 

attacks. Those are generally people who have chronic migraine. And so, it can occur at any 

time during migraine. 

Professor Levy (00:43): Over 2,000 years ago, a first-century Greek physician wrote that his 

patients experiencing intense headache also fled the light. Experienced by 90% of all people 

with migraine today, photophobia is, in fact, a distinguishing characteristic of the illness. It's 
the second-most common symptom. And most people with migraine know what it makes us 

do: how it warns us sometimes, makes our symptoms worse other times. And most of all, it 

makes the illness much more isolating as we, too, flee the light, seeking one dark quiet place 
after another. What causes this light sensitivity? And how does it define the migraine 

experience? And what new therapies are available to address this often-ignored symptom? 

Here to walk us through is Dr. Deborah Friedman, an award-winning neuro-ophthalmologist 

and headache specialist. Dr. Friedman, welcome back to the Migraine World Summit. 

Dr. Friedman (01:40): Thank you. It is always an honor and a pleasure to be here. So thank 

you for inviting me. 

Professor Levy (01:45): Well, it's a pleasure and an honor to be talking to you right now. Can 

we start by just asking what an award-winning neuro-ophthalmologist does? 

Dr. Friedman (01:56): Neuro-ophthalmologists, in general, can either come from a 

background in neurology or in ophthalmology. In my case, I'm a neurologist. And we do at 

least a year of additional training to learn about the interface between the visual system and 

the brain. And so, what we do is we specialize in problems that affect vision, but — sorry to 

put it in the negative — don't come from the eyes, right? So problems from the optic nerve 

or from the brain, or sometimes the eye muscles; but not the eyeballs themselves — that's 

the ophthalmologists' purview. So we'll see things like strokes or double vision or light 
sensitivity, or unexplained visual loss, and different disorders that affect the optic nerve. 

Professor Levy (02:46): All right, you sound like someone who's really ideal to talk to about 

this problem. Is migraine the only headache disorder that has light sensitivity as a symptom? 

Dr. Friedman (02:56): Although migraine is probably the most famous of all headache 

disorders that causes light sensitivity, it really is not the only one. Many patients with cluster 
headache also have light sensitivity. Interestingly, most people with cluster headache will 

describe that they're sensitive to light only in the eye that's on the same side as the 

headache. To me, it tells me a lot about what might be causing light sensitivity. And people 
with tension-type headache will sometimes get a little bit of light sensitivity, as well. And the 

other, sort of, headaches in that group of trigeminal autonomic cephalalgia can sometimes 

get light sensitivity. So it's not unique. It's just more common in migraine. 

Professor Levy (03:39): Interesting. And what kind of symptom is it? Is it premonitory? Is it a 

trigger? Is it just one symptom among many? 
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Dr. Friedman (03:49): I think it's really all of the above. Light sensitivity is certainly part of 

the migraine headache. It's part of the diagnosis of migraine headache. You should have 

sensitivity to light and noise during the headache, but there are many people who 

experience light sensitivity as a prodrome or a premonitory symptom, which I think just tells 

us that it's part of the whole migraine process. And then there are other people who 

experience light sensitivity even between having attacks. Those are generally people who 

have chronic migraine. And so, it can occur at any time during migraine. 

Professor Levy (04:31): Is it a chronic problem or is it something that you can develop, for 

instance, if after a concussion? 

Dr. Friedman (04:38): Light sensitivity can occur with other etiologies. So it's a common 

symptom after a concussion. It is also a common symptom with meningitis and bleeding in 

the brain and all sorts of other conditions. And we sort of attribute it to anything that causes 

irritation in the spinal fluid [that] can cause light sensitivity — it can be a symptom of high 
cerebrospinal fluid pressure, low cerebrospinal fluid pressure. So it's not unique at all to 

primary headache disorders. 

Professor Levy (05:20): So, is there any one of those operations that's causing it in people 

with migraine? I mean, what is causing it? 

Dr. Friedman (05:29): Well, in migraine in particular — thanks to Dr. Burstein, who you 

interviewed last year, and other researchers around the country and around the world — 

we're learning a lot about the photosensitivity of migraine. And it seems to be actually a 

process that involves structures throughout the brain, as well as in the eye. So, many people 
out there maybe remember from their high school science, that in the retina there are 

different cells that control our vision, and they're called the rods and cones. So the cones are 

responsible for color vision, and mostly our central vision, and the rods are responsible for 

seeing light and dark. And they mostly work out in the peripheral part of the visual field and 

the retina. 

Dr. Friedman (06:31): But there are other cells that ... they have a long name are called 

intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells. And they're a very small part of the number 

of cells that make up the retina, and they seem to have a huge role in light sensitivity. So, 

these cells project back into the brain, as do the rods and cones, to a part of the brain called 
the thalamus, and the thalamus is sort of like a huge relay station. And all of our sensory 

information from all over the body comes to the thalamus to be processed. And that 

includes pain — which is important in migraine, because it's right next door — pain, hearing, 
different kinds of tactile sensation. So feeling hot or cold, feeling sharpness or dullness or 

texture, or even feeling where your body parts are in space; we have to know where our 

body parts are at all times. That all goes through the thalamus. And then from the thalamus, 

it projects to other places in the brain. 

Dr. Friedman (07:31): So, it projects to the cortex where we have, sort of, awareness of pain 

or awareness of light sensitivity. The information also projects forward into some of the 
centers that are involved with emotion. And then it projects down in the brain, as well. So, it 

might make you nauseated — maybe that's why — but it's a very complex circuit or group of 

circuits that we don't fully understand. But we do know that within the thalamus, the fibers 
that are getting that information from those retinal ganglion cells are in very close proximity 

to the fibers that are coming up from the brain stem that are part of the trigeminal vascular 
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system that control pain. So the fact that light causes pain: I think a lot of that happens in 
the thalamus, if that helps. 

Professor Levy (08:28): So, do you find [with] a lot of your patients and in your research, 

that light sensitivity lines up with specific migraine symptoms more than others? 

Dr. Friedman (08:40): I don't think I've ever really noticed that in all those histories that I've 

taken throughout the years. And I can't say that it necessarily lines up. Most people who are 
sensitive to light are often sensitive to noise, and both of those things end up in the 

thalamus — in the lateral and medial geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. But other than 

pain, I can't really say that I've noticed a correlation between them, although, obviously, I 
haven't studied it in detail. 

Professor Levy (09:17): So, I wake up in the morning and it's a sunny day, maybe it's even a 

fresh snow out, and I don't feel right. And there's even kind of a wincing quality around my 
eyes. Am I right to avoid [the light] — am I doing myself a favor at that point? Or is it already 

too late? Or am I making a mistake in avoiding it — should I find some way to deal with the 

light? What should I do? 

Dr. Friedman (09:41): That's a fine line, and it's a really common question that I hear about, 

and it's a common problem. So I guess my response to that would be: I wouldn't necessarily 

hole up in a dark room all the time. It's probably not a good thing that when people start 

gradually decreasing the amount of light they're exposed to — to avoid being photosensitive 

— sometimes what happens is that those cells in the retina, they get used to that; they 

"dark adapt," right? It's like going into a movie theater, and after a while you can see OK. But 
then when you go out in the sunlight, it's almost blinding. And so that's not really what you 

want to do. So we try to find, kind of, the least amount of protection from the light that 

people can still function with. 

Professor Levy (10:39): Can you give examples of that? That sounds like a really interesting 

fine line. Like, how do you contour just the right sort of level of protection? 

Dr. Friedman (10:47): I want to sort of start with the least, and we kind of work our way to 

the most. So maybe using an FL-41 tint on the lenses. Or some people actually do well with 

— instead of FL-41, which blocks the blue wavelength of light — some people actually do 
better if you block the red wavelength of light. And so, even red contact lenses or red 

sunglasses sometimes are helpful for people. But we try to avoid using those super, super 

dark glasses that honestly, they'd block all the wavelengths of light, I think. But they don't 

block the ones preferentially that are the problem. So if we can block the problem 
wavelengths preferentially and let the other wavelengths get in, then it keeps your retina 

from slowly, kind of, turning the gain up or down, depending on whether you're trying to 

avoid it or be in it. 

Professor Levy (11:47): Do you make any recommendations about how much light people 

should have in their houses? 

Dr. Friedman (11:54): I really leave that up to them. But I do start to worry when people say 

that they've replaced all their curtains with blackout blinds, and they're wearing sunglasses 

inside, and they're eating in the dark. That's not good. And it's not their fault. And there are 
some conditions that I see that really cause extreme light sensitivity — some more than 
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others. Migraine is actually not always the worst one in this regard. But a lot of times, it just 
stems, not just because of the pain, but because of the fear of having pain, and anxiety 

that's associated with being in situations where you are going to be in bright light, and it 

may cause pain. So people I think, understandably, will try to avoid those situations, but 

sometimes it just goes a little too far. 

Professor Levy (12:45): Yeah, I often wonder if I am not just psyching myself out. But I wake 

up in the morning, I see light and I've trained myself to be afraid of the light. That's the 
uneasy feeling I'm having. 

Dr. Friedman (12:55): Well, that's what photophobia means, right? Fear of light. We use it in 

different ways, but that's the literal interpretation of the word. And I think that's just a 

natural reaction, it's how we're wired, is to try to avoid things that we think are going to hurt 

us. 

Professor Levy (13:17): Yes, absolutely. That's often the way it feels. Is there a way to tell 

the difference between photophobia as a trigger and photophobia as a premonitory 

symptom? 

Dr. Friedman (13:29): I think that when it's a real trigger, probably your migraine comes on 

pretty instantly afterwards. That's what my patients tell me. And then when it's more of a 

premonitory symptom, people will just start noticing — maybe with other premonitory 

symptoms, as well — like, "All of a sudden the lights kind of just started getting a little too 

bright, and people talking started to bother me and an hour or two later I got a migraine," or 

however long their interval is between the prodrome and the migraine. 

Professor Levy (14:04): So timing might make a difference. 

Dr. Friedman (14:06): And the suddenness of the intensity of light might make a difference, 

too. You know, like "I was wherever and a light got flashed in my eye, and boom! I got a 

migraine." OK, that was probably a trigger. 

Professor Levy (14:17): And so that's a time to maybe be a little more careful about exposing 

yourself to light. 

Dr. Friedman (14:21): Well, maybe, but sometimes it's out of your control. 

Professor Levy (14:25): True. There's a lot of new therapies out there and people in the 

Migraine World Summit community have a lot of questions. I thought I'd toss a few your 

way and see what we get. Last year, Dr. Burstein, whom you mentioned, talked about green 

light therapy. It's exciting for a lot of people. There are some new products out. I'm 

wondering if you have found it particularly useful or productive for your patients. 

Dr. Friedman (14:53): I personally don't have a lot of experience with it. I do know about his 

work. And in fact, I saw a patient only last week who was working at home in his office and 

he had the green light turned on. I cannot tell you what kind of green light it was; I didn't ask 

and I don't promote one thing over the other. But his work certainly showed that different 
colors of light — and he looked at red and amber and green and blue and white light — that 

green was certainly the best tolerated of all of those in people who had migraine. And he 
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also found that — and other researchers have found that — different colors of light can 
actually produce different emotional responses in people. 

Dr. Friedman (15:50): And so, of all those colors, the green light, particularly in migraine, 

tended to be a little more soothing and a little more calming. Whereas other colors of light 
caused people to get agitated and anxious and afraid, if you will. So there does seem to be 

something about green light. And there are a couple of ways to deal with that: One is to try 

to ... only use the green light; and one is to try to block other things and let more green light 
in. And I don't have expertise in particular products that do any of this, but it has taught me 

that when I use my ophthalmoscope and I look in eyes of people who have migraine and are 

light sensitive, I always use the green filter on it now, because it's just more comfortable and 
people tolerate it better, and I can actually see what I'm looking at. 

Professor Levy (16:44): How about filtering lenses? It sounds like you have been using those 

more commonly. 

Dr. Friedman (16:49): The ones that I usually use are, or recommend, is FL-41, which is 

pretty well-known in the migraine world, and it blocks the blue wavelengths of light. And 

these used to be difficult to get, and you would have to go to a special optical shop and hope 

that they carried them, and they were expensive. But actually now you can just buy them 

online and they're relatively inexpensive — without a prescription in them, that is. But even 
people who wear prescription lenses can get the FL-41 tint on their glasses. And there are 

also other ... blue-blocking filters that can be put in the glasses, as well. The other, kind of, 

poor person's solution to this that some people do well with is yellow lenses. 

Dr. Friedman (17:37): And before FL-41s really came into prominence, I would have my 

patients use light yellow for indoor use and more of an amber for outdoor use, because 

again, yellow tends to block the blue wavelength pretty well. So that's pretty much what I 

use. And I've had a few people ask about red contact lenses. I don't dispense contact lenses; 

I'm fine if people want to use red contact lenses. It probably looks like something from the 

movies, but I think we're going to talk about that later. 

Professor Levy (18:10): What kind of specialist should someone go to if they're interested in 

these solutions? 

Dr. Friedman (18:14): Well, I think that they could start with their ophthalmologist. If you 

have prescription lenses and you want to try different filters, I believe that you need to have 

a prescription. You're going to go to the optician to get your glasses made. I'm pretty sure 

you have to have it on your prescription that they could be tinted, in most states anyway. I 
don't think they're licensed to just tint glasses willy nilly; they have to have it on the 

prescription. And the other option, if you don't need prescription glasses, is to just buy it 

over-the-counter. Which is again, available through several companies online. 

Professor Levy (18:55): So you don't think someone can just try them? I mean, the green 

lamps, for instance, they're available on Amazon; almost anyone can just sort of press a 
button and try them. Is it the same with the lenses? 

Dr. Friedman (19:06): Yeah, they're available — I'm pretty sure they're available on Amazon. 

I wasn't going to promote one site over another, but I'm pretty sure they are available on 
Amazon.com. I know they are, 'cause I've looked them up on Amazon.com. So, if you're 
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looking for contact lenses, you're going to have to go to your optometrist and optometrists 
can certainly prescribe glasses, as well. 

Professor Levy (19:28): And I should stress, too, that not all green lamps are the same — 

that there are some that have a lot more medical authority behind them. So I would 
recommend people do shop more carefully than my "pressing the button" gesture indicated. 

How about — there's computer software, which sort of guides and controls the light on the 

screen on your computer; the screen on your phone dims at night and brightens it during 
the day — do you recommend those kinds of solutions, too? 

Dr. Friedman (19:55): I think that that's certainly worth trying. 

Professor Levy (19:58): Likewise, a lot of our people in the Migraine World Summit 

community like to know about the effect and impact of the CGRP drugs on individual 

migraine symptoms. So I'm wondering if you can speak to that. 

Dr. Friedman (20:13): To my knowledge, the CGRPs have not yet been studied, or at least 

published, for the long-term effects of controlling photophobia. We know that when any 

medication, including the CGRPs, decreases migraine frequency and migraine severity, that 
in general, the other symptoms that go along with it — including photophobia — tend to get 

better. So when I see my patients who have chronic migraine and bad photophobia and they 

get control of their headaches, then generally the control of the photophobia is in parallel 

with that. Now CGRP probably does have a role in the biology of photophobia. One of the 

other neurotransmitters, PACAP-38, which has similar functions to CGRP, has also been 

linked to those pathways that go to the thalamus from the retinal ganglion cells. So there 
probably is a scientific rationale for CGRP helping. But I'm not aware that it has been 

specifically studied: People who are on CGRP monoclonal antibodies for months, what 

happens to their photophobia? Is that really independent of what happens to their 

migraines? I think they probably go hand in hand. 

Professor Levy (21:35): So, it sounds like if the migraines get better, then photophobia gets 

better. 

Dr. Friedman (21:41): Similarly as an acute attack, right? So we know that when we test 

acute medications, at least in clinical trials that are done now, people have to claim what 
their most bothersome symptom is. It's usually photophobia. But it could be photophobia or 

nausea are [among] the three [symptoms] that the FDA recognizes. And so, we track those 

things in acute-treatment trials. And we know that when, again, when the headache gets 

better, that for most people, photophobia gets better. So I think ... you have to think of 
migraine as this diffuse brain process. And a lot of the things that are going on in the brain 

that have to do with pain, also are involved in the so-called associated symptoms of 

migraine, as well. 

Professor Levy (22:28): Do you find that among your patients, that life in our times is 

creating more photophobia? For instance, "Zoom fatigue," staring at these screens and 
such? 

Dr. Friedman (22:40): I think it certainly is. And I think we all have "Zoom fatigue" or 

whatever platform you happen to be on, not just Zoom — well, I don't know where we'd be 
today if it wasn't for Zoom! But screen time in general, I think has created a lot of 
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challenges, especially for people with photophobia and for migraine in general. And there 
are a lot of different aspects of this. We've talked about photophobia coming from migraine 

and from the brain, but photophobia can also come from eye conditions. And one of the 

most common one that causes photophobia is dry eyes. And a lot of people with migraine 

do have dry eyes. Sometimes they just get it; sometimes it's related to medicines they take 

that cause eye dryness. And the cornea, which is the clear part in the front of the eye, is one 

of the most richly innervated structures in the body. 

Dr. Friedman (23:36): So if the cornea gets dry, it causes, among other things, pain. And so, 

when you're staring at the screen for a long period of time, especially if you're reading or 

you're working on the screen, it's normal not to blink as much, because that's just how our 
bodies react. When we have activities that we pay close visual concentration to, we don't 

blink as much. Well, if you don't blink as much, then you're not lubricating the cornea as 

much, so it can dry out. And if it dries out, it can cause blurred vision, it can cause pain, then 
you start straining, then your neck gets sore. And between that and the exposure to the 

luminance on the screen, I think that can make photophobia a lot worse. Fortunately, 

screens have gotten a lot better over the years. There used to be this kind of flicker rate that 

was readily apparent when you looked at computer screens, for those of you who are old 

enough to remember that. And that is not a huge problem for most people anymore, but 

just the brightness of the screen. And sometimes the glare off the screen, I think also 

contributes to that. So between the dry eye, the neck position, all these things; you look at 
your phone, your head's down all the time. I'm hearing about even problems with the back, 

and abnormal curvature of the spine, especially from doctors who are seeing teenagers who 

are on their phones all the time. So the posture involved can also be a big issue with all of 
the screen time. 

Professor Levy (25:17): So if someone treats their dry eye, will that also be treating the 

migraine? 

Dr. Friedman (25:22): Treating the dry eye will help the pain from the cornea, if that is 

where the pain's from coming from. But it won't necessarily make their migraine better. 

Professor Levy (25:34): How about people who suspect that they might have chronic 

photophobia or are experiencing photophobia between attacks? 

Dr. Friedman (25:41): Some people who have frequent migraine get to a point where they 

never come back to normal, regarding their photophobia. So, most people, they have 

migraine, they have photophobia during their migraine, their migraine goes away, and 
eventually the photophobia goes away, and they're back to their baseline. But when 

migraine becomes chronic, probably they get sensitization of those neurons in the brain. It 

takes less of a threshold to activate them. And they kind of get into this state where they're 

always light sensitive, even if they don't have a headache. And that can be a real problem. 
The treatment is very similar to all the other things that we've talked about. But gradually 

moving people into the light, as slowly as needed, until they can start tolerating it, and using 

some of these filters and different kinds of light sources can be very helpful for them, too, as 
well as trying to get their underlying migraine condition under control. 

Professor Levy (26:45): How can someone tell that their photophobia might be chronic? 
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Dr. Friedman (26:49): Usually, well, because they just can't stand the light. It's not just that 

they're afraid of it — it's that they develop pain whenever they're in the light. 

Professor Levy (26:59): Can you talk about that a bit? Like, when a patient presents, what do 

they sound like? What examples do they give? How do they describe that symptom to you? 

Dr. Friedman (27:07): It's more like what they look like. They walk in the office wearing dark 

sunglasses and maybe multiple pairs of dark sunglasses. And big goggles over the dark 
sunglasses that are dark. So usually, you can tell [that] these folks, when they walk in the 

office, that they're having major problems with interictal light sensitivity. And then they'll 

just describe that they can't go out, they're housebound. They have to be in the dark, all 
their windows are tinted. All their shades are dark black and don't let the light in. It's a very 

debilitating and isolating condition to have. 

Professor Levy (27:47): And so their light aversion on its own is a pain condition. 

Dr. Friedman (27:51): I think it probably is. 

Professor Levy (27:53): When should someone go see a specialist? 

Dr. Friedman (27:56): I think if you have questions about whether you could have another 

condition contributing to your light sensitivity, such as a corneal problem, or dry eyes, or 

even a retinal problem — there are some retinal problems; usually, they're inherited and 
they're kind of rare, but some retinal problems can cause light aversion, as well. People who 

have previous optic nerve problems can sometimes get light aversion. So if there's any 

question about whether there's something else contributing to the light aversion, then I 
think seeing a specialist can help. Otherwise, we're just going to work with you and we're 

going to give you similar helpful hints to what you had today and try to get you more 

comfortable being in the light. And if we also treat headaches, then we're going to try to get 
your headaches under better control and hopefully make the whole situation better. 

Professor Levy (28:57): Thank you very much. Thank you again for a wonderful interview. 

Dr. Friedman (29:00): Thank you. I really enjoyed it. 
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